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 After a long absence, Nature Notes returns!  Thanks to the numerous inquisitive folks who periodically asked me 
about where the notes went!  I highlight here a few nature insights for this year, 2018. 

Prescribed Burn 

 Although seeding occurred from time to time last winter, our first major activity was my upper level biology 
class performing a prescribed burn in Spring.  We burned about 1/3 of the total preserve, featuring most of the area 
along Broadway, along our northernmost parking lot, and some of the levee.  We did not burn any of the area along 
Harrison St. to the bridge, but intend to do so in 2019 (the lord willing and the creek don’t rise, as some say).  Why do 
we burn? 

1. Most natural ecosystems of northwest Indiana historically burned from time to time. 
2. Prairie plants grow more robustly after fire, because burning off the thatch allows sunlight to warm the soil 

faster in spring and prairie plants grow more vigorously under this warming. 
3. Most Eurasian weeds begin growth in late winter, early spring (only a few prairie plants do). (Some Eurasian 

weeds actually germinate in fall and grow during winter whenever temps go above 32F!) Burning in spring kills 
this early growth and makes the plants “start over”, thereby reducing their belowground energy stores. 

4. Paper trash is burned off (glass, plastic are hand-removed). 

Here are a couple of picture showing our burn. 

 

 

Sandhill Cranes 

 Sandhill Cranes returned to breed at our campus nature preserve.  Our first breeding pair resided here in 2016.  
After being AWOL in 2017, a pair bred in 2018.  Many thanks are owed Naomi Palagi and Mary Hackett, who discover 
the birds way before I do (I often have my head in the muck, apparently).  The pair this year seemed very shy and did not 
allow any of us to take a good picture, so I relive our 2016 pair in the picture below.  You’ll notice that cranes like low-
lying areas that are wet or damp, where they feed on seeds or insects or other arthropods.  They don’t like super-dense 
vegetation, so one of our stewardship goals is to keep non-native weeds from entering and filling in the damp areas.  
Sandhill cranes did not breed in Indiana for many decades, but starting in the 1980s a few did (most in extreme NE 
Indiana).  By 2018 about 1/3 of Indiana counties have nesting sandhill cranes (see map).  The numbers are all cranes so 
number of pairs requires cutting the numbers in half and if young are counted, then number of pairs should be about ¼ 



of the numbers.  Either way, it is still a special event to have sandhill cranes living and breeding so close to our parking 
lots! 

 

 

Harrison Street Bridge/Road Project 

 I learned in early summer that the Harrison Street bridge over the Little Calumet River was going to be replaced 
and raised and the road leading up to the bridge also raised.  This will reduce flooding threat in that area and for our 
campus.  The raised road requires additional soil under and along the road, burying student plantings during summer 
2017 and late spring 2018.  Rather than have student efforts killed, a crew of students and myself dug up nearly all the 
plants that were to be buried and transplanted them at higher ground.  The bridge project has been delayed for various 
reasons, but no matter as we saved many plants.  Below are pictures showing the low area where plants were to be 
removed and a couple of plants successfully blooming on higher ground. 

 

Leopard Frogs and American Toads 

 Northern leopard frogs had a tough go of it about a half-century ago, but now life is rosier for them.   From 
about 1950 to 1980, leopard frog populations diminished because we were still able to destroy wetlands at will and 
because many were harvested for school biology dissections.  But then life got rosier; now wetlands are better 
protected and dissection frogs are usually “farmed” now, I think, and not harvested from wild populations.  In addition, 
wetland restoration efforts since 1990 have helped leopard frogs, assuming they hadn’t already gone extinct from an 



area.  Our wetland area is not perfect for leopard frogs, but at least some can breed near our parking lot and they have a 
bit of refuge in the native vegetation.   The picture below shows a leopard frog in September in the vegetation.  
American toads never were threatened; they also use our wetland.  Yet some of our frogs and toads have a bit of 
wanderlust and leave the preserve, so you might find such a friend in our parking lot, on campus, or crossing Broadway! 

 

Butterflies 

 Everybody likes butterflies.  Some grow “butterfly gardens” to provide nectar for adults.  However, the biggest 
help for butterflies is to grow native plants, as butterfly caterpillars almost exclusively eat only native plants.  So we have 
to “feed” the caterpillars before our butterfly gardens can do any good.  This is one reason we strive to have a high 
diversity of native plants in our nature preserve – the greater the variety of plant species, the greater the variety of 
butterflies.  A few are shown below.  A couple of plants that are special caterpillar food are also shown.  I haven’t 
checked it out, but maybe this field guide might be worth a try:  https://www.amazon.com/Butterflies-Indiana-Field-
Natural-Science/dp/0253009553   

Warning:  sometimes butterfly field guides give really weird plants as food plants for caterpillars…..I don’t know if this 
guide counts among them. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Butterflies-Indiana-Field-Natural-Science/dp/0253009553
https://www.amazon.com/Butterflies-Indiana-Field-Natural-Science/dp/0253009553


 

 

Planting Efforts 

 Students and I did more than just the rescue planting effort noted above.  Among other areas planted, we 
worked along the top of the levee and in wetlands.  For the former, a couple of years ago the path on the levee was 
blacktopped with a base and shoulder of finely crushed gravel.  The shoulder was primarily colonized by annual non-
native weeds, so we’ve been planting a nice variety of native perennial plants useful to wildlife and visually appealing 
along the path.  We have a long way to go, but we have a start as indicated in the first three pictures below.  We also 
continued to diversify the wetland area and help ensure that previous years’ plantings are taking.  For the latter our 
greatest success was better growth of swamp rose plants (very uncommon in Indiana) and hopefully some will bloom 
next year (pic from internet is shown).  Some other very showy wetland species are depicted below. 

 



 

 

Swamp Rose (from internet)—we also have pasture rose in prairie. 



INPAWS 

 INPAWS is not what you think it is!  It is “Indiana Native Plant and Wildflower Society” (soon likely to change its 
name).  It is a statewide organization, and some members of the northwest group came to visit our nature preserve in 
August.  It was a delight to share the secrets of our nature preserve with this fun group of botanists.  Below are some 
pictures of their venture. 

 

 

Seeding 

 Some parts of our preserve have not been seeded with native plant species, so we are ramping up that effort.  A 
lot of seeds have been collected this summer and fall that will be spread.  My class in November learned how to process 
seeds collected and “cleaned” (not in the sense of laundered money!) about $2,000 worth of seeds in one day (about 
40% of the seeds to be cleaned)!  Below is a picture of a small area seeded two years ago.  It may not look like much in 
this October picture, but it is pretty diverse and has virtually no weeds!  We need to expand this effort!  Also shown is 
part of the students’ efforts cleaning seeds. 



 

 

Your Enjoyment 

 I close this nature newsletter with an invitation for everyone to enjoy our nature preserve.  It is easy to access.  
One way is to walk along Broadway and enjoy the preserve along there; if you desire a longer walk, start there and 
venture to the left and take the levee trail all the way until it comes down on Harrison St.  Then carefully walk along 
Harrison St. until you can walk along our parking lot – there is a lot to see along Harrison and our parking lot.  Sometimes 
it is in the fine details, other times the broad panoramas.  I leave you with a few more pictures to whet your appetite for 
the next growing season! 

 



 

 

 


